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ABSTRACT 

Simulation software is shown to be generally deficient in its 

ability to measure the performance of system's ,dmulatiLn models. 

These deficiencies are described and it is determined that a unified 

measurement philosophy is what has been lacking in their design. 

Several symptoms of these deficiencies are suggested. ~the special-

ization of simulation softw'are to particular applications, or system 

models, like Criminal Justice and marketing is in part symptomatic of 

the need for such a philosophy. Another reason is the requirement that 

simulation teams must often append measurement libraries to existing 

simulation softwal'e in order to augment the neglected measurement 

approaches available. 

Having examined these deficienc:r..es, we wish to see how a unified 

measurement philosophy might be used to overcome them. We define such 

a philosophy as a mix of performance measures, measurement strategies 

and measurement processes tailored to particu;lar system behaviors, 

measurement goals and utilities for information. These characteristics 

are then developed into an approach for resolving the measurement in-

adequacies of simulation software based on the types of measures, mea-

surement strategies and measurement processes which arise in the course 

of simulat.ion projects • 

A measurement model to be used for either simulation lar/.guages or 

simulators is proposed, and it is distinguished from related functions 

required of simulation software--e.g., report generation, measurement 

analysis, and system's model.and expe~imental design formulation and 

execution. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
. 

The recent proliferation of simulation software,'\in the forms of 

new languages, simulators (loosely, general simulatio
l 

models) and of 

input data processors and output analyzers~ indicates the ever-present 

research opportunities directed at enhancing the practice of simulation. 

One area which has received little attention, except with regard to 

\ ~ particular simulation models, is that of performance measurement. In 

contrast to output analysis in simulation, performance measurement 

concerns itself ~o7ith the formulation and estimation of appropriate 

statistical models, called performance measures~ from data judiciously 

collected during the running of a model. Output analysis, on the 

other hand, is generally concerned with th':'statistical analysis of 

.. ".' performance measures already computed. Although both more-or-less 

require the creativity and modeling skills that are needed for the 

construction of the system's model, the measurement function should 

logically fall between the system's modeling, and the output analysis 

and documentation routines in simulation software. The existence 

of a major component in either general purpose simulation languages 

or simulators that does such work is, however, not to be taken for 

granted. They generally do not exist. 

Even though one important reason for a practitioner's selecting 

the simulation paradigm is its considerable flexibility in modeling 

systems, the practice of the simulation art is often encumbered by 

high software development and usage costs. This is particularly 

true when new software is developed or old software is adapted to 

new application areas, but one approach taken by resear.chers to reduce 

, 
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these costs has been to develo~ specialized simulation software for 

modeling new systems applications--like proQuction Simulaeors~s.g." 
( 

2 

Phillips et al., 1973), marketing simulators (Kotler, 1971, gives several 
i 

examples) or criminal justice simulators (Chaiken, et al., 1975, and 

Deutsch p.nd Richards, 1978, cite many such examples). '\This speciali-

zation is often unnecessary, however, since the mecha1isms needed 

to model the system already exist in general purpose simulation 

languages and simulators (see Shannon, 1975, and Fishman, 1973). What 

prevents the general purpose software from being use~ for such systems 
) ) 

partially depends on their lacking comprehensive performance mea-

surement abilities. That is to say that the lack of a general me-

chanism in simulation software for constructing and analyzing per-

formance measures limits their use for the variety of systems en-

countered in simulation projects. 

Such deficiencies contribute to the misconception that existing 

software cannot adequately be used to describe some systems. In 

fact they u~ually do provide adequate system's modeling features, 

but the measures of performance which can be estimated do not faci-

litate the measurement of some marketing, criminal justice or many 

other systems possessing well-established (though, perhaps, not 

entirely adequate) philosophies of measurement. 

This inability of simulation software to accomodate diverse 

measurement philosophies is just one factor that contributes to the 

development of software specialized to particular applications; never-

theless, the budgets of most simulation project~ indicate that 

simulation software specialists should address these and other mea-

surement problems which we shall indicate in the course of our dis-

cussions. The reduction of measurement costs and re-modeling costs 

for better measurement that accrue to practitioners should be one 

"0 

goal of designers. What is needed to make these changes, however, is 

a philosophy of performance measurement that can be translated into 

effe~tive measurement models, to be implanted in existing general 

purpose simul~tion software; that these models must be sufficiently 

flexible to accomodate a much wider spectrum of applications and of 

model behaviors, measurement goals and utilities for information than 

at p~esent will be emphasized throughout our presentation. 

Deutsch (1976) has already begun to develop a theory of per-

formance measurement applied to criminal justice research, but our 

purpose here is to borrow from that theory in order to develop an 

appreciation for the effect that it could have on simulation practice 

through measurement-related changes in simulation software. To this 

end, we review the major elements of performance measurement theory 

and the limitations that current thinking on the measurement of 

performance of simulation models imposes on simulat!on practice. In 

our discussions of the existing problems with performance measurement 

approaches in simulation software, we consider the historical spe-

cialization of the measurement elements to the characteristics of 

quit2 limited conceptual models of simulated behaviors to be one of 

the most onerous to the practitioner. Because this emphasis has so 

severely narrowed the scope of the measurement approaches programmed 

in existing software, we propose a more flexible but rIgorous simu-

lation measurement theory to enable software developers to increase 

the l\seab'dlity of their off erj.ngs by relying on the tenets of per-

formance measurement theory. 

3 

This paper begins in Section II with a brief review of the tenets 

of performance measurement theory. By descl"ibing the elements of 

a measurement approach--the measurement strategy, the measurement , 
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process and the measureS--\17e are later able to critique particular 

deficiencies of simulation software. However, our immediate goal for 

4 

Section III is to describe an important symptom of inadequate measurement 

approaches in existing simulation software: The proliferation of new 

simulat'ion packages specialized to either a particular proj ect or at 

least a particular system. 

Next, we explore some of the motives behind the kinds of mea-

surement approaches found in existing packages. In Section IV, the 

measurement approaches of simulation software are seen as emphasizing 

two quite separate aspects of general systems. One emphasis is on one 

model of a particular system and a subset of its behaviors. The anti-

thetical measurement approaches emphasize the behaviors of more general 

simulated systems, the goals of more general simulation measurement 

projects, and the utilities for information found un~versally in simu-

lation measurement projects. In Section V, a survey of the measurement 

philosophies of existing simulation software shows that the latter 

orientation of measurement approaches has not been carefully considered. 

The evidence suggests that the performance measurement approaches that 

exist have been developed with a very limited interpretation of the 

measurement strategies, processes and measures which are appropriate for 

simulation projects. To make simulation packages more adaptable to the 

needs of particular measurement approaches and applications without 

having to program additional measurement features for each project, a 

conceptual model for the implementation in simulation software of the 

more general measurement orientation is offered in Section VI. 

5 

II. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT THEORY 
~ 

The notion of performance measurement is one which is embodied 

in all empirical sciences. Deutsch (1976) presented a universal' view 
, 

of the ingredients necessary for the successful cond~~t of measurement 

studies. The theory of performance measurement, WhiCj he postulated 

for the development of a u nif orm measurement philosoPhy for the 

Criminal Justice System, was intended to supplant the ad hoc methods 

so often used in the design of criminal justice 

in the conduct of empirical research on crime. 

inforln';tion systems and 
) ) 

Since(its recognition as 

a problem of Criminal Justice empirical research, a literature of perfor

mance measurement theory and application has been compiled (see Deutsch 

and Richards, 1979b), and efforts to improve the measurement of 

the performance of simulated Criminal Justice Systems have been 

expended (see Deutsch and Richards, 1979a, 1979c, 1~79d) 1980a, 
:.. 

1980b, and 1980c). 

As performance measurement is an applied science, the theory 

of performance measurement is actually a paradigm for the conduct 

of a~pirical science. The elements of performance measurement 

theory are the measurement processes, the measures and the strategies 

--all of which compose the measurement approach for particular 

applications •. A measurement strategy is a policy that defines which 

data is to be gathered, when it will be gathered, and how much will 

be gathered. The measurement strategy may require the formulation 

of a model and the development and analysis of appropriate measures 

of performance based. on the model's output, or it may require the 

measurements to be made directly on the system's output. The product 

of the measurement strategy is the measurement process whose output 

is the vector of performance measures. 
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The application of performance measurement theory has been 

described as requiring the development of a measurement approach 

consisting of: 

1. performance measures appropriate to the behavior to be 

studied; 

2. measurement strategies appropriate to the performance 

measures being applied and to the utility of the information 

supplied through measurement; and 

3. specific structures or types of measurement processes 

that best support the chosen performance measures and measure

ment strategies, while meeting the purposes of the evaluation. 

6 

The practitionermusttherefore provide the direction for a performance 

measurement project by first developing an understanding of the 

behavior of th~ system under investigation, of the ~urposes for his 

study, and of the utilities for the information which measurement 

may obtain. The forms of the measurement processes, measures and 

from t he analyst's understanding of the system strategies thus evolve 

to be modeled and of his project and its goals (see Figure 1). 

The application of performance measurement theory contrasts 

with the practice of less structured empirical research paradigms. 

In the more extreme, least organized examples of empirical research, 

empiricists often possess vague goals for the measurement project, 

and little or incorrect knowledge about the system's behavior; 

an apprec iation for the true utility of information consequently, 

is not developed beforehand and the data is collected before the 

proper measurement approach has been designed. Such premature 

measurement is--to be sure--inefficient in addition to tending to 

. , 

, 

7 

yield meaningless or (worse) incorrect information about\~e ~stem: 
It is these kinds of deficiencies in empirical sciencf7 for whicp 

performance measurement theory is meant to provide a ~tructure, and 
..... 

hence efficiency and reliability to their research. The purpose of 

our examination of this issue vis-a-vis simulation so~tware is to offer 

suggestions for providing such a structure for performance measurement 

which can carry with it similar advantages of increased efficiency 

and reliability for the conduct of simulation experi~Tnts and, con
( 

sequGntly, for the reliability of the resultant conclusions. 

III. SIMULATION SOFTWARE PROLIFERATION 

Because simulation is an empirical tool used for the investigation 

of models and the behaviors of models, the practice of siQulation 

frequently requires the project team to conduct experiments for mea

suring the effects of controlled changes imposed upon" a computer modeL 

The process by which these experiments are conducted--we shall refer 

to it as a measurement approach characterized by strategies, processes 

and measures--is fraught '>lith the same difficulties that bedevil the 

practice of other empirical research methodologies. The practice 

of simulation, moreover, is lit tered with the rema:tns of poor examples 

of performance measurement just like these other paradigms. Several 

reasons relating the failures of the measurement processes, measures 

or strategies to the failures of Criminal Justice empirical research 

were indicated by Deutsch (1976), but the blame for inconclusive 

simulat,ion proj ects can all too often be attributed to the inadequacies 

of the soft'Y'are used. Annino and Russell (1979), for example, have 

provided ten reasons for project failures of 'Y'hich seven are either 

directly related to the software or could be ameliorated by better soft-

ware features. 
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Although choosing the wrong computer software for a project when 

one ideally suited exists represents the problems of information, 

access or judgment faced by all research personnel, identifying soft-

ware appropriate for simulation can be a problem because of the vast 

number of options available. If we consider that as early as 1972 

Sammet (1972) identified 170 high level programming languages 

(software packages characterized by sets of instruction), any of which 

could be used for simulation projects, then we begin to see the 

difficulties--and the opportunities--presented by this selection. 

Among those languages Sammet identified, several are specifically 

designed for simulation. Simulation languages like GPSS, SIMSCRIPT, 

STI1ULA and DYNAHO are written in one or more of the so-called scientific 

programming languages like FORTRAN for modeling and slinulating quite 

general systems models. Simulation languages have p;oved to be usefuL 

Accordingly, their usefulness stems from the following reasons used to 

explain why a simulation language would be chosen over a general pur-

pose programming language: 

a. they require less programming. time, 

b. they_ provide superior error checking, 

c. they provide a conceptional model for the system's model, 

d. they provide software required to simulate the system's model, 

e. they automatically generate certain required data, 

f. ~hey facilitate the collection and display of the data, and 

g. they control the management and allocation of computer storage 

(Shannon, 1975; p. 106). 

But the problem of picking the best softl.,are for a simulation 

project is not necessarily overcome by the choice of a simulation lan-

guage over a pr.ogr:amming language, because simulation languages are 

themselves not always best suited for use in the conduct of some simu-

lation projects. In such cases, either new simulation languages are 

developed to meet a project team's needs, an existing language is 

chosen and modified to their speCifications, or the project may be 

abandoned entirely. Today, partially because of the failures of 

existing simulation languages, we have an abundance of software de-

signed especially for computer simulation; however, some of the reasons 

for the phenomenal growth in the number of simulation programs that 

are available are gener.ally the same as those offered by Sammet (1972) 

to explain "the incredible proliferation" of high level programming 

languages (see Table 1). 

As Sammet points out about programming languages, true software 

innovations are those motivated by reasons (1) and (2) in Table 1, 

but they are not as common as the .new prog~amming l~nguages motivated 

by the remaining five reasons. Th 1 tt f e a er so tware usually results 

from a programmer's seeking to combine known innovations into a new 

software package, or to either extend or modify the features of an 

existing package while developing an otherwise uninspiring software 

product. However, it is certainly true that innovations in simulation 

software also occur less frequently than do the other types of soft

ware developments (see Fishman, 1973, and Shannon, 1975). 

Recently, for e.xampJ..e, the development of simulation software 

hac been directed at cultivating special applications areas. Often 

wanting both in the scope of the system's model which they can acco

modlate and in the sophistication of the software's ability to execute 

a model, these simulators are often little more than specialized 

9 
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computer simulation models. Requiring only data to define a model's 

features and to execute a particular example, they neither provide 

nor do they require a set of language-based instructions that would 

be required to describe and execute a model with a simulation language. 

Simulators have thus become popular because they are generally easier 

to use than simulation languages. They also provide specialized abi-

lities for simulating the classes of systems which can be modeled. 

Nevertheless, a simulator is easier to use because the instruc-

tions of the language have been reduced to data, but this feature 

also restricts the flexibility and the variety of the models constructed 

for a simulator. Simulators suffer from this lack of breadth be-

cause more of the characteristics of the conceptual model that out-

lines a simulator's modeling abilities and limitations must be per-

manently encoded in the softy'are to reduce the input from an instruction .. 
set to data. Thus, the more limited scope of the simulator's con-

ceptual model relieves the vast amount of programming required to 

make it as flexible as a simulation language. 

Ordinarily the switch to simulators from simulation languages 

would qualify as an innovation motivated by either reason (1) or (2) 

in Table 1, but the abundance of new simulators cannot be explained in 

this way. It seems that simulators are being developed--not out of a 

recognition of the need fo~ or the cost savings that result from,the 

use of such specialized software--but to a greater extent as a response 

to the inadequacies found to exist in simulation languages aud in the 

more flexible simulators. In fact, the growth in the number of special 

applications software can quite often be attributed to the specialization 

of existing software attributes to the measurement needs of the 

r, 
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community of specialists that deal with the one application area. What 

occurs in the development of simulation languages and simulators to-

day is that the measurement h h approac --t at is, the strategies, processes 

and measures--of the parent software is specialized in its progeny 

to the particular application of interest. This happens at time with

out any other change to the system'd modeling or model execution 

abilities of the software. In spite of this, a new language or simu-

lator is often claimed to have been born. 

We are of the opinion, mwever, that this sharp growth in the number of 

simulation software packages is unnecessary and in fact harmful to the 

art and science of simulation. Al h h t oug such growth does show that 

the interest in simulation has been sustained (if not showing signs of 

growth), we believe the proliferation of software hinders the develop-

ment of a unified philosophy and methodology for s~ulation which 

should be the goal of simulation research personnel (~~, Deutsch, 

1976, and Solomon, 1980). I additi h n on to t e pedagogical arguments, 

this proliferation often results in poor familiarity on the part of 

practicioners with the software that may be useful, and therefore in, 

lower productivity when rese-arch is needed to identify and become 

expert in the use of the software that best fits the simulation 

project (c.f., Bdgecomb, 1976). .. 
However,~eause this over-abundance of simulation software is 

partially due to the specialization of performance measurement ap

proaches to production and criminal justice systems, marketing problems, 

and the like, it is obvious that a philosophy of performance measure

ment like that discussed by Deutsch (1976) can assist in the develop

ment of software specialized not to particular applications but to the 
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h . ~ Furthermore, if new simulation type of measu~ement approac es requ1reu. 

languages or simulators are developed around the axioms of a com

prehensive measurement philosophy, then certainly this software would 

be a significant contribution rated as a t~ue innovation in simulation 

software design. If, on the other hand, existing soft~-lare canbe adapted 

to a more universal measurement approach, then the magnitude of the 

changes required would undoubtedly be regarded as a considerable, if 

not an innovative, step in the advancement in simulation software. Of 

course the dissemination of the measurement-oriented simulation software 

would in either case help to control the growth of applications

oriented software, and this we have already said would be advantageous. 

In the remainder of this paper, therefore, we examine the measure

ment inadequacies of simulation software within the context of the 

theory of performance measurement. By approaching the problem in this 

manner, we are able to suggest specific guidelines for the practice 

of simulation projects having a performance measurement emphasis, 

and this apperception is then used to provide a general structure for 

the performance measurement function in simulation software. 

IV. TWO PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT ORIENTATIONS 

Our purpose in highlighting the measurement inadequacies of simu

lation software is, first, to identify the prinCipal omissions that are to 

be found in existing '1Jimulation languages and simulators, and, second, to 

demonstrate how performance measurement theory can be used to re

strucLure this and future software. Making it easier to use simulation 

software for measurement studies, if the second objective can be met, 

then the proliferation of application-specialized software packages 

should greatly diminish. 
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We of course have just asserted that the proliferation of simu-

lation software has partially been motivated by the host of applications 

for which the simulation paradigm has been chosen; yet, we have not de-

scribed the form of the specialization that is imposed, other than to 

suggest that it affects the softw~re's abil~ty to measure the per-

formance of similar systems whose measurement philosophies differ 

from that of the original design. We will now show that the speciali-

zation of simulation software to particular applications has not 

of itself been the most important deterrent to the widespread use of 

the more general simulation languages and simulators: The concomitant 

specialization of the measurement approaches to specific model be-

haviors has also had an important limiting effect. However, we will 

also show" that the specialization of performance measurement to 

particular model behaviors is not the only limitatiOn to be found today, 

ancl so we will explain the importance of the other inputs to the 

measurement project shown in Figure 1. We thereby demonstrate that 

a conscientious effort must have been made to ensure measurement 

flexibility--that is, for accomodating diverse measurement goals, 

model behaviors and information utilities--for truly general-purpose 

simulation software. 

IV.A. Dimensions of Software Specialization 

In our discussion of the specialization that is evident in simu

lation software, we shall only consider that occurring in the following 

three areas: 

1. in the aystem's model, 

2. in the measurement approach--tailored to the existing concep-

tual model of a system, and 

3. in the measurement approach--tailored to a (reasonable) mix 

of measreme 1 - '0' ;.- -' 
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""' ~ 
We have already seen that the conceptual model of the class of 

systems which can be accomodated by general programming languag'es is 

nonexistent, but that a conceptual model becomes more~and-more precisely 

defined as one changes to slllulation languages and then to simulators. 

The increased precision in this conceptual model is w~at we shall refer 

to as the specialization of the system's (conceptual) model, and we will 

use the specialization in the system's model as a be~chmark to guage 

the degree of specialization of the measurement appr~~bh because the 

latter can also be considered to be the product of a "measurement 

model." Our ultimate obj ective will be to compare and contrast the 

degree of specialization of t~.,o simulation measurement models in order 

to evaluate the future needs of more general measurement approaches. 

We distinguish between the above two orientations of the measurement 

approach in simulation to define the characteristics of two quite 

different measurement models. We shall refer to the second emphasis 

as specialization to the Simulation Measurement Process, where we de

fine the SMP as a measurement-oriented description of the stages of 

the simulation project (see Table 2; c.f •. , Shannon, 1975). Simulation 

software specialization to the SMP is differentiated from measurement's 

specialization to the attributes of the system's model and its behavior, 

because each is the product of a software developer's attempts to 

achieve two quite different goals. On the Cine hand, the measure-

ment approach (strategies, processes a~d measures) is oriented toward a 

particular simulation model (as for a simulator) or toward a particular 

set of model behaviors (as for a simulation language); on the other 

hand, the emphasis to the SMP conveys the fact that a software designer 

has tried to facilitate the measurement of simulated behaviors for those 

15 

""' ~ 
measurement goals, model behaviors and information utilities which 

ca.n reasonable be expected in simulation studies based on knowledge 

of the Simulation Heasurement Process. 
\. 

IV.B. Specialization to the System's Model 

The differences that we see between the two speclalizations of 

performance measurement in simulation software translates into two 

very different philosophies of software development. The specialization 
\ 

to the system's model has historically been the persdective subsumed. 
( 

Whenever new software has been developed, either instruction sets for 

constructing measures of performance have been designed for users of 

simulation languages or vectors of performance measures have been 

developed to provide a measurement capability to users of simulators. 

In either case, the measurement goals are explicitly linked to particular 

kinds of model behaviors. For example, many simulation languages and 

simulators are capable of modeling waiting lines, but the '.r emphasis 

on performance measurement is on those kinds of models, notably of 

production processes, which are stable and whose measurement data 

is essentially constant. Therefore, the performance of such systems 

can be adequately summarized by a sample mean (and it usually is). 

Either the mean number of parts waiting to be repaired or the mean time 

it takes automobiles to move between stations on an assembly line, 

would be determined in many simulators by simply referencing the 

name of the variable; their me-a):ls would automatically be computed for 

the report of each simulation run. 

Most actual manufacturing sy~tems must be stable over the planning 

horizon used to evaluate different production configurations, or else they 

are too expensive to maintain, say, at alternately high and then low 
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production rates. However, there exists many other simula~ion appli-

cations which are interested in simulating longer planning horIzons and 

therefore nonstationary behavior as when a significa~~ change in the 

sample mean over time becomes germane. 

Criminal court models are one example of systems~which require mea-

sures of performance that capture temporal changes in the system's 

behavior when their planning horizons are on the order.of a couple years 
\ 

or more. In actual court systems, many measures of ~erformance have 

recently been shown to change dramatically from year to year (see 

Hindelang, et al., 1977), and Criminal Justice researchers would un-

doubtedly wish to model such change in order to ensure that "lhat is 

being represented by the model approximates that actually observed. 

Thus, measures of performance must be formulated for validating the 

modeled behavior. One scheme for accomplishing this is to compare 

identical measures calculated using the simulated system's output with 

those from the actual system's measurement date. If it were not for the 

limited measurement perspective of most simulation software--their 

abilities to model a court system are often quite adequate--then a great 

deal more software could be used to simulate and measure the output. of 

a simulated cou~t model than is now the case; that is, without making 

substantive additions or changes to the software package. 

As it happens now, a complex simulation model often ~equires 

that additional software be developed in a high level programming 

language to augment the measurement approach of the original simulation 

software. This is a result of the specialization of the measurement 

approach to a rather limited class of system's models for which the 

software was originally intended; the software is nevertheless used 

today to simulate more complex phenomena which the software's conceptual 

, 
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system's model can accomodate but for which the measurement approach 

is totally inadequate. The approach of some simulation project teams 

is to append the needed measurement software to existing software, 

while others choose to develop their own entirely new software in spite 

of the former alternative's greater economy. 

But the design of simulation software, solely for the purpose of 

overcoming the measurement inadequacies of existing software by spe-

cializing its measurement approach to the particular system being modeled, 

repeats the same mistake that drove the project team from the esta-

blished simulation languages and simulators. Moreover, it is this kind 

of response of simulation project teams that we generally oppose on the 

grounds that it perpetuates the development of new simulation software 

motivated more by reasons (3) through (7) in Table 1 than by the per-

ception of an opportunity or need for software innoyation. 

Let us now consider an approach to performance measurement in 

simulation which better meets the needs of simulation practi.tioners. 

Earlier, we viewed the emphasis of the measurement approach on the 

Simulation Measurement Process as another dimension to the specialization 

of simulation software. We now show what this means for simulation 

software. 

IV.C. Specialization to the Simulation Measura~ent Process 

In reference to the specification of the Simulation Measurement 

Process (SMP) in Table 2, only phases six through ten are truly measurement 

oriented and therefore require measurement approR.ches designed in earlier 

phases consisting of measurement strategies, processes and performance 

measures. Ideally, one would determine the measurement goals, model 

behaviors and utilities for information during phase one before out-

lining each measurement strategy, process and measures for everyone 
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of the measurement approaches required at each phase. The fact that 

the resulting measurement approaches will often differ from on~ another 

at each phase can be demonstrated by exploring the e£;·\.ects that the 

various inputs to the measurement project (Figure 1) have on the processes, 

measures and strategies of the measurement approaches 1 We wish to show 

that this is true with a simple example, thus allowing the reader to infer 

for himself that our conclusions based on the one example would be 
\ 

generalizeable to the other measurement phases of th~SMP. and to other 

measurement project inputs. Our example is of a criminal court simu-

lation model, an our compar~son • d . of measurement approaches ~s for the 

model initialization and validation phases (Phases 7 and 8 in Table 2). 

The initialization of a trial court model may be concerned with! 

among other things, the selection of representative initial values for 

the number of offenders waiting for their trials (see Richards and Deutsch, 

1978). The behavior of initializing systems and the utilities of certain 

kinds of information and performance measures for initializing systems 

are discussed by Richards (1980). The strategy for initializing the 

model might require, for example, that the most representative operating 

conditions are to be found for the court model on a preliminary run 

and that these conditions be used as the starting values for the 

simulation model. The appropriate measure of performance might be 

either the sample mean or the sample mode (most likely value) of the 

distribution of the number of offenders waiting to go to triaL The 

strategy required to calculate the mean would be either 100% inspection 

(e.g., the number of offenders waiting for trial is determined every 

simulated day) or some random sampling plan in which simulated days 

are picked according to some scheme to simultaneously minimize the 

r 
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cost of data collection against the variance of the sample mean (see 

Cochran, 1977). The measurement process would then be the calculation 

of a simple average in the one case, or it would entail the construction 
\. 

of a frequency histogram and then the picking of the most likely value 

from the histogram. 

The goal of model validity, on the other hand, should require that 

the actual number of persons found tobe.waiting for trial be comparatively 
\ 

Rather thkh computing 
( 

close to that obtained in simulation runs. 

the average number of offenders as might be required to initialize 

the model, other measures of performance derived from the same data 

may be more meaningful for testing the validity of the simulation 

model. For example, measures that make a direct comparison between 

the simulated data and the data collected from the modeled system would 

be preferred by measurement strategists; such relative measures might 

include some of the following: 

1. the percentage deviation bet~yeen the actual and the 

simulation-produced average number of waiting offenders, 

2. the ratio. of the actual and simulation-produced averages, 

3. the ratio of the actual mean to the most likely value 

(mode) produced by the simulation, or 

4. the sum of squared devia tions bet~yeen the ac tual average 

and the time series of the number of offenders awaiting trial 

that is recorded during the simulation run. 

The meas.urement strategies and processes required to compute 

these validation measures do differ from one another, if only slightly. 

In all cases, the measurement strategy would require that the actual 

average number of offenders be provided, and in cases (1) - (3), the 
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remainder of the measurement strategy would be similar to those suggested 

for the initialization phase. The measurement processes for cases (1) , 

_ (3) would also require simple calculations and, in '~dition, the 

sample mode would need to be determined for c~se (3). \ For case (4), 
i 

however, the measurement strategy would require a mechanism for creating 

and storing a time series, and such factors as how often to collect 
\ 

each observation and 'what time interval to leave bet,efn each data 

point are essential to the specification of this meaJurement strategy; 

the measurenent process then simply requires a few elementary ca1-

cu1ations to determine the performance measure. 

The conclusion to be made from this example is that the measures of 

performance, the measurement strategies and the measurement processes 

not only may differ from one another during each ph~se, but that 

they will also differ--and often the strategies and processes will 

differ more dramatically than shown here--from one phase to the next. 

The need for software specialization to the Simulation Heasurement 

Process, rather than to the system's conceptual model, is demonstrated 

by both of these differences. The measurement goals, the system 

behaviors and the utilities for information--the so-called inputs to 

the measurement project--are not the same for the initialization and 

the v.a1idation phases of our example even though the data used through

out was the same: the number of offenders awaiting trial. In the 

first place, the measurement goal ,is to find the most r~presentative 

values for the measurement data; the system behavior usually found re-

sembles the time series of the level of water in a dam being filled for 

the first time. Moreover, the utilities for information about the 

system favor those measures that describe the number of offenders which 

i 
I 
I 
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recurrs ill the court model most often (e.g., the mode). For the 

validation ex~ple, the measurement goal is to make a compariso~ be-
. 

tween actual and' simulated system behavior; the system. behavior, ,.,hich 

we have not exactly specified, would nearly exactly difine what type 

of measure of performance, strategy and process would 'be most useful. 

The utilities for information obviously favoring relative measures over 

others would, of course, further restrl."ct the ' process', measure, 

options available. 
) 
( 

strategy 

Because of the ever-chang:tng goals, behaviors and utilities that 

present themselves in simulation projects, then, we conclude that soft

ware specialized according to the dictates of the Simulation Measurement 

Process and a reasonable set of appropriate performance measurement 

project imputs should be well equipped to handle the measurement re-

" quirements of many simulation projects. 

V. CURRENT MEASUREMENT INADEQUACIES 

We now support our claim that existing simulation software are 

deficient for measuring the performance of general-application system's 

models. We show that the emphasis in software development has been 

on a rather limited class of behaviors that may result from rather 

simple system's models instead of on the measurement goals, system 

behaviors and information utilities that are required inputs for the 

application of the Simulation Measurement Process to general system's 

models. 

We believe to be particularly important in this appraisal the 

appearance in the software of any prior commitments to measurement 

processes, measures or strategies in the form of programmed structures 

that produce specific measures of performance (measures, recall, are 
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the products of measurement approaches.) The programmed structure is 
\ 
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to be contrasted here w'ith any ability to measure the, performance of a 

system's model, which delegates the responsibilities 'for designing 

and implementing the required measurement approaches ho the wisdom, 
! 

the imagination, and the modeling and programming skills of software 

users. Our inclination is to believe that the possession of such an 
\ 

ability to implement measurement. approaches in a sof~wfre package is 
( 

nearly as important a limitation as no measurement ability at all, 

because of the variability in the needed skills between simulation project 

teams. Therefore, we shall not consider an ability to develop measure-

ment approaches a prior commitment to performance measurement, just as 

we would not consider must high level programming languages to be so 

inclined even though they obviously can be used to develop measurement 

approaches. 

V.A. ,The Specialization Hypothesis 

As we said earlier, the proliferation of simulation software 

can be attributed in part to the inadequate treatment of performance 

measurement problems in general purpose simulation languages and 

simulators. Our contention is that the limitations of simulation 

software can be explained by the existence of inferior measurement 

approaches (processes, measures a.nd strategies) or by the lack of an 

adequate prior commitment to generally useful measurement approaches. 

in simul.ltion software. In addition, we further contend that one 

key to understanding their present measurement inadequa.cies lies in 

the historical emphasis that has been placed on the specialization of 

performance measurelnent to the system's model--rather than to the 

Simulation Measurement Process. 

- ., ,--.~ .... - ' ~~ 

This behavioral orientation seems to have prevented software 

developers from addressing the wide range of measurement problems 

that face practicioners during the course of a simulat\on project, 

and this has in turn forced the simulation project team to bring to 
I 

its ranks someone skilled in a general purpose programmin~ language. 

His function is either 
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1) to develop entirely new simulation software ~~ecially designed 
1 ' 

for the project or the particular application, o~' 

2) to augment the existing soft~.,are with a more useful measur.e-

ment approacn. 

Our position is that these expenses would be unnecessary much more 

often than they are now if the measurement approaches of both simulation 

languages and the more general simulators had been ~dapted to the 'Ce-

quirements of the SMP rather than to a limited class of system's models' 

behaviors. To illustrate the hypothesis that simulation software 

in the past has E>.mpJ:IE.sized too hem,-ily the measurement of rather 

specific system's mC'del behaviors at the expense of other more general 

behaviors, measurement goals and information utilities--this is in 

fact the distinction to be made between specialization to the system's 

model versus specialization to the SMP--the three dimensions of 

software specialization are drawn in Figure 2. 

Arbitrary scales in Figure 2 depict the degree of specialization 

present: a "10" implies the greatest amount of specialization. The 

two boxes shown in the figure are drawn with solid lines to present 

a conceptual model of the combinations of F.')ecializations for which 

existing simulation languages and simulators are to be found. We of 
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course already know that simulators are more specialized in their system's 

models than are simulation languages and the figure arbitrarily shows 

d 5 t " 1 As for the orientation of the this at degrees 10 an ,respec 1ve y. 

measurement approach to the system's model, we assume that the degrees 

are--again arbitrarily--lO and 5, to reflect the greater opportunity for 

orienting the measurement model to the system's model when the system's 

model is itself more specialized. We complete our discussion of the 

f b t" that we have selected hypothesized scope of simulation so tware y no 1ng 

the levels of specialization to the SMP to be 4 and 3 to once again 

reflect both the different opportunities for such specialization as 

well as the incomplete development along this dimension. 

We shall propose in a later section hm., these two boxes may be 

extended along the third axis depicting the specialization of the 

measurement approach to the SMP (see dashed lines, Figure 2). Note 

that the boxes have not been simultaneously shrunk along the axis 

indicating measurement emphasizing the system's model, because this kind 

of emphasis is subsumed on the more general third axis; the converse 

is obviously not true, however. 

We now propose to illustrate the measurement deficiencies of 

existing software. 

V.B. The Evidence 

The degree of the prior commitment to performance measurement 

in simulation software is actually quite poo; as rlemonstrated by 

the lack of variety both in the performan~e measures which can be 

generated and in the manner in which they are generated (viz, the measure

ment strategies and processes). This limited assortment of performance 

measures and of the measurement strategie~ and processes suggests a 

poor commitment to a general performance measurement theory in SUIU-

lation software. 
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Consider the following items: 

1. In general purpose programming languages like FORTRAN or APL 
- \ 

(see Sammet~ 1972), the prior commitment to mea~urement is nil: 

"'-. there does not exist any conceptualization or facility for any 

of the measurement processes, measures or strate~ies which may 

prove useful in simulation projects. 

2. In simulation languages like GPSS, SIMSCRIPT or SIMULA (see 
\ 

Fishman, 1973), the scope of measurement-relate~ rctivities is 

limited to the calculation of a few simple func~ions of nearly 

any variable which the system's model has generated during a 

simulation run (this is the measurement process); however, data 

collection (also part of the measurement process) is implemented 

with little or no flexibility provided in the choice of sampling 

~lans or of other important elements of a meas~rement strategy. 

3. The scope of measurement approaches is yet more limited than 

it is in sUlulation languages in existing Simulators; excellent 

examples of such criticism include the general purpose network 

simulator GNS (see Hogg, 1975) or many of the application-spe

cialized packages like the criminal justice simulator JUSSIM 

(see Chaiken, ~~., 1975). A bl"ief menu of performance measures 

is usually provided to the use~ for his determination of those 

that are to be calculated and output with the reports that 

accompany each run of a model. This menu is confined to those 

measures which can be calculated by a few functions of a small 

subset of the variables that the simulator generates during each 

run, and the data is also collected with little regard for the many 

choices that must be made in developing a measurement strategy f~r 
more general systems. 

25 
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The structure of measurement in simulation languages centers around 

an ability to calculate simple functions of data automatically ~enerated 

by the simulation model structure during the course o~ a simulation 

run. Because of the simplicity of the measurement approach, per

formance measures ~~hich result from complex sampling 1lans or from 

the estimation of parameters of statistical models (the one is a common 

consideration in measurement strategy formulation; t~e other is a 

\ " 
frequently used measurement process for estimating m~asures of per-

formance for dynamic systems as well as many others) cannot be had. 

One is led to believe that the measurement approaches are either model

or behavior-oriented because they are severely limited by the types 

of measures which can be produced by simple functions. The undeniable 

conclusion is that a much narrower perspective has been assumed for most 

simulation languages in their definition of the relev'ant system be

haviors, measurement goals and information utilities, that should have 

occurred with the knowledge of the Simulation Measurement Process and 

its application to more general measurement p'roble:ms and system's 

models. We therefore feel justified in our assessment portrayed in 

Figure 2 of the degree of meCisurement specialization in simulat:!.on 

languages to the system's model (behaviors) rather than to the SMP. 

The great flexibility of unstructured measurement approaches belonging 

to simulation languages is not to be misconstrued, on the other hand, as 

a positive sign of any prior measurement commitment to the SMP. For 

example, the unstructured measurement abilities of simulation languages 

can be assumed to focus on their modeling flexibility and on their 

ability to have program appendages written in a general purpose pro

gramming language. Unusual sampling plans can be accomodated in simu

lation languages for instance by combini.ng measures of performance using I n 
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either the flexibility of the language or the appended pr~ra~features. 
Returning to our earlier court example, we need to determine th~ average . \ 

number of offenders waiting to go to trial. By separ~tely tabulating 
'\. 

those 'Offenders who commit different crimes, a special sampling plan 

can be implemented using a language's modeling flexib~lity alone to 

reduce the variance of the average number of offenders who wait for a 

trial, regardless of their crime. (This reduction in variance is 

predicated on the choice of performance measure, and fre reader is 
! 

advised to refer to Cochran, 1977, for an explanation of stratefied 

sampling plans.) 

Although the ability to accomodate more unusual measurement ap-

proaches exists for the sophisticated system's models or for the pro-

grammer who takes the time to learn how to attach a general purpose 

programming language appendage to a simulation lang~a~e, the prior 

commitment to performance measurement is not enhanced by these efforts. 

In fact, they merely increase the software development costs of simu-

lation projects, and they help to explain the proliferation of new 

specialized simulation software for those reason given in Table 1. 

We turn now to the measurement inadequacies of system simulators. 

Because of the normally small size of their menus of performance measures, 

simulators provide even fewer measures of performance to a simulation 

project team than would a simulation language, while those measures that 

are provided ar~ usually tailored to an even narrower system's con

ceptuul model. This is the case, in part, for the same reason that 

the system's nlodel is itself quite limited: the programming effort 

required to generalize a simulator can be considerable and is therefore 

not usually attempted. In addition, the measures of performance com-

puted are most often the means and standard deviations of particular 
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data types--like the number of entities (or offenders) d~layed\-by a 

queue (or a court). As we have shown in our earlier discussion~ of , 

the measurement orientations to the system's model versus the S~W, 
\.. 

this kind of restriction ignores the other goals of measurement which 

one would. find in any application of the S~. Those ~oals related to 
I 

model initialization and validation that we have illustrated earlier, 
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tend, for example, to be given less attention under such circumstances. 
\ 

Although the existing structures for performanc~ ~easurement 
( 

are quite inflexible in simulators, the ability to develop measurement 

approaches is again hampered either by a project team's lack of expertise 

in the use of the simulator's modeling ability and in their ability to 

append high level program units to the simulator to implement the de-

sired measurement approaches, or. by the size o,f their budget so that 

such changes may be precluded 0 n the basis of cost. To be sure, the 

modeling flexibility is usually far less for simulators than for simu-

lation languages, requiring greater programming skills than modeling 

expertise to specialize further the measurement approach of a simulator~ 

but this flexibility is nearly always available at a price to the 

project team just as it is for simulation languages. However, specializing 

existing simulation software to every project that comes to a simulation 

team is both impractical and terribly expensive; furthermore, as we 

'have since shown that the measurement inadequacies of existing software 

can be overcome by software specialized to the Simulation Measurement 

Process rather than to a particular system's model, it should be 

replaced either: 

1) with completely new packages whose Ineasurement approaches 

are based on the S~ applied with a greater appreci.ation for the 

f 
'} 

"'\\' 

inputs to the measurement project, or 

2) with newer versions of the package in which the particular 

measurement applications are subjugated to the needs of the S~~ 

as we have outlined them elsewhere. \.. 

We summarize the aformentioned measurement inade4uacies, their 
! 

symptoms and their more obvious solutions in Table 3. As with the 

simulation languages, however, the design and development of new simu-

\ 
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lators to re-structure the measurement approaches of \eristing simulation 
I soft~yare should at least accomplish the following. It should reduce 

the costs incurred for each simulation project to specialize existing soft

ware to the one application of the Simulation Measurement Process' it , 

should reduce the need to develop specialized simulation languages 

and simulators for each application area that exists; it should reduce 

the needless specialization of new software to the measurement approaches 

of particular system's models; it should make project teams more 

aware of the program structures required to implement general approaches 

in concert with the needs and objectives of the Simulation Measurement 

Process in the event that a particular application can justify specialized 

software on the grounds of reason (l) in Table 1; and it should expand 

the types of measurement strategies, processes and measures that are 

readily available for simulation measurement projects. 

VI. HEASUREMENT THEORY FOR SOFTWARE DESIGNERS 

Throughout this paper we have tried to show how simulation software, 

as one tool for the measurement of the performance of system's models; 

is currently not well structured for ~his purpose. We have illustrated 

some of the symptoms of this problem, but tha evidence supports the con

clusion that the measures of performance that may be readily produced 
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-., \ 
by the software--that iS,without additional programming or art£ul re-

formulation of the system's model--are not ah.,ay appr~priate fOf the 

array of measurement goals, system behaviors or info~ation utilities 
\. 

that are to be found in most simulation measurement projects. The re-

curring theme of our investigation has been that Simu~ation softtolare 

has been developed with a bias toward measuring the behavior of par

ticular systems and their applications and that even the host of be-
I 

haviors to be expected through the entire simulation frasurement project 
{ 

using the same model has not been taken into account while designing 

the measurement approaches of eve~ commercially available simulatio!.'l 

packages. 

Our calling for the specialization of simulation software to the 

Simulation Measurement Process has been one way to indicate some of 

the areas for which measurement has been neglected, .w~ere again the 

difficulty for the simulation project team surfaces as a need for a 

particular measure of performance which cannot be satisfied by the system's 

model or by the existing measurement strategies and processes available 

to them. To correct for the missing measurement structures, however, 

researching every possible application (i.e., every measurement goal, 

system behavior and information utility) which could be addressed by a 

software package's system's model is not a practical approach for re

solving the measurement inadequacies of existing simulation software; 

the task would be impossible to define much less pursue. Therefore, 

what is needed is a conceptual basis from which the software specialist 

can work to enable the user to quickly construct the measures of per

formance which he d~ems useful, with as few prior restrictions having 

been imposed by the software designer's appraisal of the applicability 

of particular system behaviors, measurement goals or information t 
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utilities to the measures, measurement strategies and measurement 

processes whi~h the user may require. 
. 

This suggestion perhaps sounds like it conflicts \With our earlier 

call for the specialization of simulation sofcware tolthe SMP and its 

inputs, and we no~V' clarify this point. I 

VI.A. A Conceptual Model for HeasurE:.llent 

If we were to examine the computer codes of existing simulation 
)~ 

software, we might determine that the measurement approach consists of 

the following steps: 

1. define the measures of performance, 

2. specify the data to be collected and how it is to be collected, 

3. collect this data during the simulation runs, and 

4. compute the measures of performance. 

According to our earlier definitions, item one specifies the measure 

of performance, two is the delineation of the measurement strategy, 

and items three, and four loosely define the measurement process that 

now exists for simulation software. 

If it were possible to encode more general measurement strategies 

and processes and performance measures in the softwar~and at the 

same time ensure that most of the Simulation Measurement Process was 

incorporated therein with a variety of input combinations, then we 

could essentially consider that the software had been specialized to 

the SMP in a general ~V'ay (that is, for general goals, behaviors and 

utilities). The key wOlJ.ld be for simulation software specialists to 

determine a rich combination of measurement strategies, processes and 

measures which can be most usefully implemented in their software 

packages for measuring system performance for the types of goals, be

haviors and i1;lformation utilities which might be expected in actual 
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projects, so that anyone who uses the package can then pick the com-

bination of measurement strategies, processes and me.asures which best 

suits the particular goals, behaviors and utilities that he has already 
\. 

identified for his projects. This is one area where the measurement 

strategy, process and measure selection models 
\ 

of Deu~sch (1976) and 

later of Deutsch and ~fulmborg (1980) can be of use both in the design 

of new simulation software and in the formulation of desired measurement 
\ 

approaches as part of the Simulation Measurement Prodess. 
( 

Ideally, the additional measurement structure to be developed for 

simulation software should give the user the freedom to choose the 

measures and every detail of both the measurement strategies and the 

measurement processes in keeping with his expectations for the measurement 

goals of each phase of the SMP, for the system behaviors to be found 

at each phase, and for the types of information that would be of greatest 

value during each phase of his project. Unfortunately, though, this 

also will generally not be practicable, and wemuststate that specialization 

to the SMP can therefore only be obtained for particular applications 

--i.e., a precise set of behaviors compiled with exact measurement 

strategies and processes. But this approach is not any good either, 

because it contributes to the proliferation of simulation software, un-

less such specialization can otherwise be justified as an innovative 

application as defined in reason one of Table 1. 

The simulation software development specialist is consequently 

forced to define an array of system behaviors, measurement goals and . 

information utilities with which to structure the measurement approaches 

of simulation software. We recommend that the research on this problem 

be centered around the phases of the SMP for defining these measurement 
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inputs, and this will i t i ld -., ~ n urn y e specific recommendations for measure-

ment strategies, processes and measures which are directed at ~hese 

fairly genera"l measurement inputs rather than at the:particular be-

haviors of a single application. 
'\. 

Consider for example some of th 1 \ e goa s, behaviors and utilities 

that we have illustrated throughout our discussions with the court 

model. The initialization goal had a high utility for the level of the 
\ 

output, and "h , assum~ng t at the data had a constant e~~cted value we 
I ' 

suggested the sample mean be used as the measure of ;erformance. How-

ever, if the mean level had been changing over time, then perhaps a 

more appropriate measure would have been the expected value of an 

appropriately increasing function, assuming that the mean number of 

offenders increased through time. 1 h" n t ~s case we might prefer (i.e., 

information utility is matched with the model b h e avior and the measure-

ment goal) estimating the straight line 

E(x) = a + bt , 

where E(x) is the expected number of offenders after t simulated time 

periods. This measure contrasts with that for the other model be-

havior, even though the goals and information utilities are the same. 

Thus, whereas the measures of performance may differ, they can be 

~redicted before hand and as a result encoded in the general~app1i

cation software to which ,,,e aspire. 

It is of course up to the discretion of h . d t e ~n ividua1 simulation 

software specialist, however, who desires to develop generally useful 

packages with specialized measurement features oriented to the SMP, how 

far he chooses to carry such specialization. H h e s ou1d, nevertheless, 

only under those circumstance,s outlined in reason (1) of Table 1 
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l' to easily mix measures, processes strai.lts on a. user's abi 1ty , 
i 
and stra-

tegies to suit his needs. I\. 

VLB. A Performance Measurement Structure 
) 

changes needed to To facilitate the development of the software 

more flexible measurement approaclles or implement ~ f simulation, we offer 

, software which highlights a a functional description of simulat10n 

11 operational as'p~cts of the meaMeasurement Model that encompasses a 

ftw See Table 4. surement strategies and processes designed in the so are. 

f ed in simulation: We find the following major tasks to be per orm 

. execution (performed by an Executive Monitoring the soft,vare' s 

Model), 

and va11'dating the input from the user (the Input Receiving 

Model) , 

, a computer-coded replica of a system (the System s Executing 

Model), 

the measurement approaches (the Measurement Model), Executing 

the results of measurement (the Performance Analysis Analyzing 

Model), 

the results of the computer runs (the Report Model), Documentj.ng 

and 

design strategy like those described Executing an experimental 

(1978) for determining if any change by Box, Hunter and Hunter 

. i th measures of per-in the System's Model effects changes n e 

formance (the Design/Optimization Model). 

These tasks are easily recognized as being consistent with the SMP. 

This obviously is our goal, but the purpose of differentiating these 
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functions is to convey a greater sense of the importance of performance 

measurement as the intermediary between the system's Hodel and the 

Performance Analysis and Report Models. See Figure 3. 

It is our opinion that the Report, the Performance AnalYSis, and 

the Heasurement Hodels have often been confused as serving the same 

purpose, but it is our hope that these distinctions have clarified the 

role of performance measurement in simulation software. In addition, 

it should further simplify the necessary software advancements and, 

therefore, provide an incentive for software design specialists to tailor 

new and existing simulation packages to the processes, measures and 

strategies resulting from carefully analyzed measurement goals, system 

behaviors and information utilities that arise during the progress of 

the Simulation Heasurement Process. 

• 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

We have tried to show that the proliferation of simulation software 

today is in part due to the over-reliance of measurement models on the 

particular characteristics of the systems being modeled or on the Con-

ceptualization of a class of systems expected to be modeled. However, 

we have also tried to show that this abundance of software has in part 

attempted to overcome the inadequate availability of performance mea-

sures in the software which seems predicated on the limited scope of 

their measurement approaches--i. e., in the breadth of the measurement 

" 
goals, system behaviors and utilities for information to wnich they 

are suited. It is the pre-programmed nature of these inputs which we 

find fault in existing Simulation software. The measurement approaches 

of existing simulation software mush be broadened in accordance with 
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\ 
the Simulation Measurement Process to accomodate the various applications 

. . which require simulation treatment throughout the entirety of a simu-

I hltion proj ect and its ever-changing measurement needs'.\. 

We have also during our discourse identified how a measurement 

model is to be distinguished from report, performance JnalYSiS, system's 

modeling, and experimental design functions in simulation software. This 

distinction has, we believe, enhanced our ability for seructuring new 

measurement approaches characterized by a ) 
user's being(dble to select 

an appropriate mix of measurement processes, strategies and performance 

measures for addressing the measurement goals, system behaviors and in-

formation utilities at hand. 

What remains to be done is to define the mix of processes, measures 

and strategies which should be implemented in existing simulation lan-

guages and simulators for accomodating the many applications and the 

several phases of the simulation measurement project that we have out-

line. To do this, one may use the methodologies of Deutsch (1976) to 

select the appropriate mixes based on previous simulation projects, or 

one can base his selection on t~e methodologies of Deutsch and Malmborg 

(1980) based on a utility-maximizing, information theoretic approach to 

picking measures ,of performance. In either case, however, the develop

ment is to address generic system behaviors--not applications or parti-

cular models as has been the case in the past. 

Final~y, before closing, it should be noted that we have left as 

an open research question whether the measurement model thus envisioned 

should be an appendage to existing software or whether it should be used 

• to structure an entirely new measurement-oriented simulation language 

or simulator. In a companion paper by us (1980), we describe the first 

" 

~ \ 
attempt at either effort; the requirements of a Measureme~t Mod~l for-

the general network simulator GNS are there discussed • 
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TABLE 1 

Reasons for the Proliferation of High Level Programming Languages 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

(source: Sammet, 1972; pp. 602-603) ~ 

A really new language concept has been developed ahd/or a new 
application area is deemed worthy of having its own language. 

After experience with a particular language, its deficiencies 
are clear enough that a complete new language is needed--and 
justifiably created--to correct them. 

) ) 
Facilities of several languages are best combined/into a 
single ne~v language. 

It is felt to be easier to get additional capability or changes 
in style with a new language rather than to extend or modify 
an existing one. 

5. It is fun to design and implement a new language, and someone 
wants to do it and can obtain the funds. 

6. There are personal preferences and prejudices against the ex
isting languages even though one of these languages might serve 
the purpose for which the new language is intended. 

7. The developer is unaware of the existence of a language that 
meets his needs, so he creates his own while believing he is 
meeting the conditions of (1) or (2). 

'1 

," 

Phase 1. 

Phase 2. 

TABLE 2 

The Simulation Measurement Process (SMP) 
~ 

Formulate the Measurement Strategies-clarify\the measurement 
goals to be achieved. D~fine the model behaviors expected 
to be of interest during the measurement Phases 7-] 0, the 
utilities for particular kinds of information that may re
sult, and the role of simulation in the ovarall measurement 
strategy. Specify the objectives of each phq~e of the meas
urement process and show how they best qualiiy in helping to 
attain the measurement goals. ( i 

Define the Measurement Processes-Select the simulation 
language that best serves the measurement goals. Focus the 
steps of the measurement processes used in the following 
phases to best achieve the measurement goals of each phase 
and the Simulation Measurement Process as a whole. Refine 
the measurement strategies whenever necessary. 

Phase 3. Formulate and Implement the System's Model- This phase in
cludes the formulation and translation of the system's model 
either to a set of instructions if a simula~ion language is 
used, or to data for input to a simulator. 'The preparation 
of input data and parameters and the verification that the 
computer model works as intended are also necessary. 

Phase 4. Formulate and Implement the Measurement Approach- Define the 
measures of performance desired and specify the processes re
quired to derive estimates for them, being conf<!~tent with 
the measurement strategies but within the limits imposed by 
the software. Verify that their implementation is correct. 
Prepare any necessary input data. 

Phase 5. Specify the Analyses-Kleijnen (1975) and Fishman (1973) both 
discuss a variety of analytical techniques that are useful in 
simulation. The model builder should select those that pro
vide information most suitable to the objectives established 
in Phase 1. 

Phase 6. Decide on the Simulation Output-This requires the selection 
for output of particular measures of performance and analyses 
conducted internally by the simulation language, and should 
be done coincidentally with the formu13tion of the measure
ment approaches of Phases 7-10. 

Phase 7. Initialize the System's Model- This requires preloading the 
syst~n if necessary so that the initial states of the simula
tion model or the initial values of performance measures 

(continued) 
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TABLE 2 
(cont'd.) 

correspond to desired values (see Fishman, 1973). This phase 
often requires a unique measurement approach that differs from 
the other phases because of the existence often of different 
measurement goals, system behaviors and information utilities. 

Phase 8. Validate the System's Model-Compare the states of the system 
of trial simulation runs with those observed in actual cir
cumstances similar to those portrayed in the simulation model. 
This phase usually requires a unique measurement approach, 
different from other project phases. 

Phase 9. Validate the Measurement Model-Compare the measures of per
formance of trial simulation runs with those observed in ac tual 
circumstances. See Deutsch (1976) for a discussion and illus
tration of measure validation and the unique measurement 
approach often required that is different from the other project 
phases. 

Phase 10. Design and Run Experiments for the Simulation Models- Experimental 
designs fo~ a variety of purposes may be chosen--e.g., to deter
mine which changes to the system's model significantly affect 
the vector of measures of system performance, to determine the 
magnitude of these effects, or to find the magnitudes of the 
changes needed to yield the optimum performance vector. The 
measurement approach for this phase is usually different from 
those used elsewhere in the project. 

Phase 11. Communicate the Results-- Document the results, the conclu
sions and any recommendations for additional measurement. 

1 
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TABLE 3 

~easurement I~adequacies Found in Simulation Software 

PROBLEM 

1. Much of today' s simulation 
software has become too special
ized to particular applications 
in their measurement approaches 
to ,be ge~era11y useful. 

2. The ever-changing measurement 
goals found in simulation projects 
are usually not recognized in the 
measurement approaches of simula
tion software. 

3. Limited flexibility is provided 
for choosing measures consistent 
with measurement goals, system be
haviors and information utilities. 

SYMPTOMS 

a) New simulation languages and 
simulators of special applications 
flourish without any particular 
innovations present or any other 
tangible justification. 

b) Even though systems' models 
possess characteristics easily 
modeled by general purpose simula
tion software, measures of per
formance specialized to particu1a.r 
applications limit the software's 
usefulness for other applications. 

Measurement processes, strategies 
and most importantly measures of 
performance are not geared to the 
particular measurement, goals of 
simulation projects--e.g., vali
dation, initialization and experi
mentation. 

a) For simulation languages, only 
functions of.data can be calculated. 

b) For simulators, usually only 
particular measures may be computed. 

c) Complex statistical functions 
whose parameters may be useful as 
measures cannot generally be esti
mated. 

d) Sampling plans for collecting 
data are inf1exib1e--often 100% in
spection is imposed, and rarely are 
any alternative methods provided for 
calculating estimates to reduce their 
variances. 

.. 

" 

SOLUTION 

The general purpose measurement 
approaches of simulation lan
guages and simulators must be 
made to accommodate more universal 
measurement goals, system behav
iors and information utilities and 
thus place less emphasis on the 
particular goals, behaviors and 
utilities found to exist. 

Common strategies, processes and 
measures must be implemented in 
simulation software to accommodate 
the phases of measurement projects 
in simulation. 

More general measurement strategies 
and processes must be provided to 
users of simulation software to ac
commodate more general measurement 
goals, model behaviors and infor
mation utilities. 

'.' 1 
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FIGURE 1. The Measurement Proj ect is the Basis 
the Practice of Performance Measurement Theory 
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Table 4. A Functional Description of Simulation Software Specialized 
to the Simulation Measurement Process. 

1. Executive Model 

2. Input Model 

3. System's Model 

4. 1'1easurem€'nt Model 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Performance Analysis Model 

R.eport Model 

Experimental Design! 
Optimization Model 

It is the master controller for the 
software, determining the sequence in 
which the other models are executed 
and passing parameters and' data among 
them. 

It receives every model's parameters 
and input data directly from the user 
and it transmits them to the other Com
ponents via the Executive. 

This is the model of the system's ob
jectives, processes, resources, and 
environment. 

This model defines, collects data for, 
computes, and saves the performance 
measures for the System's Model speci
fied by the user in the Input Model. 

This model analyzes the computed mea
sures of performance to determine what 
action the Executive Model is to take 
subsequently. Depending on the phase 
of the Simulation Measurement Process, 
the Executive may be instructed to 
terminate the run and print reports for 
the user or it may be instructed to 
modify any of the following models or 
their parameters: the Measurement 
Model, the System's Model, and the 
Experimental Design/Optimization Model. 

It takes the data collected by the 
Measurement Hodel and analyzed by the 
Analysis Model, and outputs particular 
reports requested by the user. 

This model instructs the Executive to 
run the System's Model with particular 
parameter values and System's Model 
configurations in order to effect changes 
in performance criteria' that ultimately 
may be optimized. 
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